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Thank you for choosing a JHS Dehumidifier to provide you and your family with 

your home comfort needs. This owner’s manual will provide you with valuable 

information necessary for the proper care and maintenance of your new 

dehumidifier. Please take a few moments to read the instructions thoroughly 

and familiarize yourself with all the operational aspects of this dehumidifier. 

 

This unit removes unwanted moisture from the air to create a more comfortable 

environment in your home or office. It can be conveniently moved from room to 

room within your home. 
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             FEATURES 
 

Powerful Dehumidifying Capability  

Taking advantage of refrigeration technology, the dehumidifier powerfully removes 

moisture from the air to decrease the humidity level of the room and keep the indoor 

air dry and comfortable. 

 

 

Lightweight Portable Design  

The dehumidifier is built to be compact and lightweight. The casters on the bottom of 

the unit make it easy to move from room to room. 

 

 

Low Temperature Operation with Automatic Defrost 

When the unit is running in a room temp. between 5℃ and 12℃, it will be stop to defrost for 

every 30 minutes  

When the unit is running in a room temp between 12℃ and 20℃, it will be stop to defrost 

for every 45 minutes  

 

 

Adjustable Humidistat  

Adjust the desired humidity level by the humidistat. 

 

 

Timer On / Off 

Program the unit to turn on and off automatically. 

 

 

Quiet Operation 

The dehumidifier operates with a low noise level.  
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Energy Efficient 

The power consumption of the unit is low. 

 

 

 

 

SAFETY WARNINGS  

   When using the unit, please observe the following safety precautions: 

1. Unplug the power supply cord before cleaning or storage. 

 

2. DO not submerge the unit in water, or place the unit close to water. 

 

3. Do not put the unit close to heat-generating devices or near flammable and 

dangerous materials. 

 

4. Never put your fingers or objects into the intake or discharge ducts. 

 

5. Do not sit or stand on the unit. 

 

6. Discard water that has collected in the tank as required  

 

7. Do not operate the dehumidifier in a closed area such as inside a closet, as it may 

cause a fire  

 

8. Install drain piping at a downhill grade to make sure that condensed water can be 

drained continuously. 

 

9. If the power supply cord is damaged it must be replaced by the manufacture or a 

qualified service agent. 
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PRODUCT DIAGRAM  

  

 

Parts 

 

 

 

 

  1.Front panel     2.Air filter    3.Adjustable humidity setting and timer indication 

  4.Front        5.Control panel    6. Handle 

  7.Air outlet      8. Rear panel       9.Water tank 

  10.Supply cord  11.Wheels 

 

OPTIONAL 
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1. Activated carbon filter cloth（Optional）    2. PU filter layer（Optional）   

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

        

LED INDICATORS 

1. POWER-LED    Green     Power Led 

2. LF-LED         Green     Low-fan Led 

3. HF-LED         Green     High-fan Led 

4. SET-LED        Green     Set-Led 

5. TIM-LED        Green    Time-Led 

6. SW-LED         Green    Swing-Led 

7. W.F-LED        Red    Water full-Led 

 

Humidity Level & Timer 2 digit display  
The indicator features 3 functions:。 
1. when the unit is plugged in, it will indicate the room humidity level. 

2. when you set the humidity, it will indicate the humidity that you have selected 

3. when you program the time for the unit to turn on and off, it will show the hours. 

4. When the environment humidity is lower than 35%, it will show “LO” 

5. When the environment humidity is higher than 95%, it will show “HI” 

Push Button Functions 

A. Power Push Button                   

B. Fan Speed Push Button                 

C. Adjustable Humidity Push Button       

1 
2 
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D. Timer Push Button                      

E. Louver settings Button                

                 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. The Power indication light will turn on in green when the unit is plugged in, 

regardless of whether the unit is operating or not. 

2. Press  the button once to start operation, the default humidity level is 60%. Press it 

again to stop operation. 

3.press button as follows： 

Press to set the desired fan speed. It can be adjusted between high speed and low speed. 

4. Press  Adjustable Humidity Push Button 

Press  to set the desired humidity level in the room, which can be set in the order of: 

60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, 60%. When the relative humidity in 

the room is lower than the selected humidity, the operation of the unit will stop 

automatically. 

 

5.press  button can be timer setting： 

Press the button to program the time when the unit turns on and turns off. If you want to 

cancel the timer programming, press the button to adjust the time at 00, and press the 

button ,it will be circulate from 00-01-02……23-24.It is the programmed time to switch the 

machine. The programmed time will be cancelled when to switch compressor manually 

each time. The programmed time remains unchanged if the machine stops to wok due to 

water full or during defrosting  

6. Press louver settings as follows： 

press to set the louver settings the indication light。 
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DRAINING THE COLLECTED WATER 

 

When the drainage tank is full, the tank full indicator light will turn on,  the operation will 

stop automatically and the buzzer will beep 15 times to alert the user, that the water need to 

be emptied from the drainage tank . 

                                                                          

Emptying the Drainage Tank 

1. Lightly press on the sides of the tank with both hands and pull the tank out gently.. 

  

2. Discard the collected water    

                                    

NOTE 

1. Do not remove the float from the water tank. The water full sensor will no longer be 

able to detect the water level correctly without the float and water may leak from the 

water tank. 

 

2. If the drainage tank is dirty, wash it with cold or lukewarm water. Do not use detergent, 

scouring pads, chemically treated dust cloths, gasoline, benzene, thinner, or other solvents, 

as these can scratch and damage the tank and cause water leakage  

3. When replacing the drainage tank, press the tank firmly into place with both hands. If 

the tank is not positioned properly, the “TANK FULL” sensor will be activated, and the 

dehumidifier will not operate.  
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Continuous Water Drainage  

 

The unit features a continuous drainage port .Using a plastic pipe (with an inner diameter of 

10mm) 

The water in the drainage tank can be continuously drained out from the continuous port on 

the unit. 

 

  

                         

 

 

MAINTENANCE 
Cleaning the Dehumidifier 

To clean the Body   

Wipe it with a soft damp cloth.  

 

To Clean the Air Filter 

1. Remove the front panel firstly and remove the air filter 

 

               

2. Clean the air filter  

Run a vacuum cleaner lightly over the surface of the air filter to remove dirt. If the air filter 
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is exceptionally dirty, wash it with warm water and a mild cleanser and dry thoroughly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Attach the air filter 

Insert the filter into the unit in smoothly, and insert the front panel into right place. 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storing the Dehumidifier  

 

When the unit is not being used for a long period of time and you want to store it note the 

following steps:  

1. Empty any water left in the drainage tank. 

2. Fold up the power supply cord and put it in the water tank. 

3. Clean the air filter  

4. Discard in a cool and dry place . 
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Clearance 

Maintain the minimum clearance around the dehumidifier when the unit is operating as 

shown in the left drawing. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 
If a condition listed below occurs, please check the following items before calling customer 

service.  

 

Problem Possible Cause Solution 

The unit doesn't 

operate 

Has the power cord been 

disconnected? 

Plug the power cord 

into the outlet. 

Is the tank full indication 

lamp blinking? (The tank is 

full or in a wrong position.) 

Empty the water in the 

drainage tank and then 

reposition the tank. 

Is the temperature of the 

room above 35℃ or below 

5℃? 

The protection device is  

activated and the unit  

cannot be started. 

The dehumidifying  

function doesn't work 

Is the air filter clogged? 

Clean the air filter as  

instructed under 

"Cleaning the 

dehumidifier". 

Is the intake duct or  

discharge duct obstructed? 

Remove the 

obstruction from the 

discharge duct or 

intake duct. 

No air is discharged Is the air filter clogged? 

Clean the air filter as  

instructed under 

"Cleaning the 

dehumidifier". 

Operation is noisy 

Is the unit tilted or 

unsteady? 

Move the unit to a 

stable, sturdy location. 

Is the air filter clogged? 

Clean the air filter as  

instructed under 

"Cleaning the 

dehumidifier". 
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declare that the DUE-19

EN 55014-1/A2:2011
EN 55014-2/A2:2008
EN 61000-3-2/A2:2009
EN 61000-3-3:2013
EN 60335-2-40/A13:2012
EN 60335-1:2012
EN 62233: 2008

Rohs Directive: 2011/65/EU

 


